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Objectives

´ Brief background 

´ Policy addressing all-gender restrooms

´ Overview of QLC All-Gender Restrooms Survey

´ Q&A 



Background
Terms and Rationale



Terminology

´ Sex Assigned at Birth

´ Gender

´ Gender Expression

´ Transgender

´ Gender nonconforming

´ Cisgender

´ All-Gender Restrooms: Restrooms that are inclusive of all genders and do 
not differentiate by gender or sex. 

´ Family restrooms

´ Bathroom at home



Rationale for All-Gender Restrooms

´ Not every one identifies as a woman or man

´ Discrimination and Harassment (USTS 2015)

´ 59% have avoided bathrooms in the last year because they feared 
confrontations in public restrooms at work, at school, or in other places.

´ 12% report that they have been harassed, attacked, or sexually assaulted in a 
bathroom in the last year.

´ 24% report that someone told them they were using the wrong restroom or 
questioned their presence in the restroom in the last year.

´ 9% report being denied access to the appropriate restroom in the last year.



Rationale for All-Gender Restrooms

´ Physical health (USTS, 2015)

´ 31% have avoided drinking or eating so that they did not need to use the 
restroom in the last year.

´ 8% report having a kidney or urinary tract infection, or another kidney-related 
medical issue, from avoiding restrooms in the last year.

´ Mental health 

´ Denial of access to restrooms due to gender identity was related to elevated 
rates of suicide attempts (Seelman, K. L., 2016)



Policy
Federal, State, and University



Title IX

´ “No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from 
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination 
under any education program or activity receiving Federal financial 
assistance.” 

´ May 2016 guidance treat transgender students according to their gender 
identity, including when it comes to names and pronouns, restrooms, and 
dress codes.

´ Whitaker by Whitaker v. Kenosha Unified School District No. 1 Board of 
Education, 2017

´ Because a transgender student does not conform to stereotypes of the sex that 
they was at birth, the student asserts a cognizable Title IX claim when alleging 
that the discrimination was based on a failure to conform to sex stereotypes



Hawai‘i State Law

´ 2006: Hawai’i added gender identity to its laws banning discrimination in 
public accommodations. Since then, state law has given transgender 
people the right to use restrooms that correspond to the person's gender 
identity.

´ 2011: All employees have a right to safe and appropriate restroom and 
locker room facilities. This includes the right to use a restroom or locker room 
that corresponds to the employee’s gender identity, regardless of the 
employee’s assigned sex at birth.



UH Policy

Executive Policy 1.202 University Statement of Nondiscrimination and Affirmative Action 

Executive Policy 1.205

Policy and Guidelines on Inclusive Facilities

In furtherance of the University of Hawaiʻi's (the "University") commitment to providing a learning and 
working environment that is safe, accessible, and respectful of all individuals, the University is 
dedicated to ensuring that restrooms and other facilities support a campus community of diverse 
students, faculty, staff, and visitors inclusive of their gender identity and/or gender expression. This 
policy addresses new construction and existing restrooms, showers, locker rooms, changing facilities, 
and wellness/lactation rooms.

Additionally, in keeping with the University’s policy of nondiscrimination on the basis of gender identity 
and gender expression, all employees, students, and visitors have the right to use the facilities that 
correspond with their gender identity and to be free from harassment and discrimination. The 
University’s policies on nondiscrimination (EP 1.202) and/or sex discrimination and gender-based 
violence (EP 1.204) should be consulted in any circumstances where discrimination and/or 
harassment is alleged.



ASUH and GSO Resolutions

´ ASUH

´ The 102nd ASUH supports gender neutral/all gender restrooms on campus

´ The 102nd ASUH urges UHM facilities and administration to educate, spread 
awareness, and effectively communicate with students about gender neutral 
restrooms and where they are located on campus

´ GSO

´ The UHM Graduate Student Organization (GSO) supports gender neutral 
restrooms on campus

´ The GSO urges UHM facilities and administration to publish a list of publicly 
accessible gender neutral restrooms on the UHM website



All-Gender Restrooms on Campus

´ Multi-stall all-gender restroom at Kakaʻako Campus

´ 20 single-stall restrooms on this campus



Queen Liliʻuokalani Center for Student 
Services All-Gender Restrooms 
Questionnaire Report



QLC All-Gender Restrooms Questionnaire

´ Purpose 
´ Understand and incorporate the multitude of perspectives in the creation of all-

gender restrooms

´ Address concerns 

´ Method
´ Seven questions, two open response. 

´ SurveyMonkey. 

´ Email with reminder email

´ Two-week period of time to complete the survey. 

´ n - 95

´ Open ended question data were organized thematically. 



Perceptions of All-Gender Restrooms
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Restroom Placement

´ Majority in favor of converting a men’s restroom

´ Initial request coming from the CSDC due to need for trans student clients

´ Decision for third floor



A Growing Spectrum of Support



Taking Everyone’s Safety into Account

´ Myth: All-gender restrooms will create spaces for people to get assaulted, 
harassed, or discriminated against.

´ “[All-gender restrooms] could end in women being raped by men who pretend 
they have a vagina and yet they are enjoying their penis!”

´ “How will you keep the creepers out?”

´ “I should have the right to use a bathroom for my specific gender… I do not feel 
[an all-gender restroom] should replace one of the current male or female ones. 
Unfair to another class of people.”

´ No differences in safety or privacy violations in public restrooms, locker rooms, 
and changing rooms when comparing states with and without Nondiscrimination 
Laws (Hasenbush, A., Flores, A. R., & Herman, J. L. 2018).

´ Family Research Council (FRC) acknowledged that the fear is not of trans 
people, but of [cisgender] men targeting women. 
https://www.frc.org/issuebrief/bathroomincidents

https://www.frc.org/issuebrief/bathroomincidents


Maximizing Comfort and Accessibility

´ No one will be forced to use this restroom

´ Access to gendered restrooms will remain on all other floors 

´ We are aiming to decrease discomfort and discrimination of transgender 
and gender nonconforming students and employees



Privacy

´ “Seems unfair to those who identify with one gender to have to give up 
their privacy”

´ “Sometimes I have female concerns and prefer to be in a female 
designated restroom”



Colleagues and Students Support 
Gender-Inclusion

´ All-gender restrooms would enable access to inclusive facilities in the QLC. 
(30%)

´ All students, faculty, and staff should have access to a restroom that they 
feel safe and comfortable using. (21%)

´ General support for all-gender restrooms. (10%)

´ The creation of an all-gender restroom would support social equity, LGBTQ 
rights, and eliminating discrimination. (7%) 



Timeline

q Compete survey of QLC building occupants

q Inform occupants of all-gender restroom for Fall 2019

q Address questions and concerns from report (Today)

q Release report (today)

q Open Fall 2019

q Include location on all-gender restroom map (per GSO recommendation)



Thank You! 

´ We strongly invite you to visit the following website for access to online 
resources: http://studentaffairs.manoa.hawaii.edu/allgender-restrooms-
faqs/

´ If you witness or experience any challenges with how people are using this 
allgender restroom, please contact the Office of the Vice Chancellor for 
Students at vcs@hawaii.edu.


